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Looking to the East: The Stories of Modern Indian People and the Development of Tribal Law

Matthew L.M. Fletcher

For my Gram and old stories, and the Peach and new stories.

For many Indian people the east represents a new beginning. Each day the sun rises and Indian people begin new lives, with new stories and new experiences. East is the direction of young people, of newborns, and creativity. East is the direction of starting over with new and powerful energy. East is the direction of change.

Indian people—scratching and clawing, fighting and dying, sometimes silent, sometimes loud—have survived meticulous and incredible ruin at the hands of outsiders. The stories about these people are the foundation of American Indian law and policy. They are told by tribal attorneys and leaders, academics and judges, and form a great portion of the underlying basis for the rise of tribal self-determination and tribal sovereignty.

The larger story is ongoing, with many tribes running huge money-generating casinos, sophisticated and accountable environmental protection programs, and comprehensive social safety nets, while other tribes struggle to meet basic daily needs. The smaller stories, the stories of individual Indians living on or off the reservation, working or unemployed, educated or illiterate, make up the infrastructure of the remains of tribal cultures. These stories, factual or fictitious, have a great deal to add to the ongoing conversation about where Indian people will go with their newfound self-determination and tribal sovereignty. These new stories are a necessary and integral part of the future of tribal law and governance.

For Indian people to preserve their right of self-determination, their cultures, and their ways of living, they must rely upon their own customs
and traditions, whether old or new. They must restore the stories of historic sovereignty and integrate these with contemporary stories of individual Indians, and then incorporate these elements into a modern tribal law.

Part I of this article describes the state of tribal sovereignty in the early part of the new century. Tribal sovereignty is a story told for decades by tribal leaders and advocates to federal and state governments and courts. This story has led to significant political and economic gains for Indian people, but the story is getting old.

Part II draws a link between the old stories of Indian communities and the new stories of modern Indian people. While the pre-contact Indian communities relied upon storytelling to communicate important social norms, the conquest of Indian nations eviscerated that capacity. Indian people, in order to preserve the right to legal self-determination, must restore their own unique customs and traditions and incorporate those elements into modern tribal law.

Part III attempts to take four short stories about modern Indian people living in a world dominated by non-Indian culture and government, written by the renowned Spokane-Coeur d’Alene area author Sherman Alexie, and highlight areas where new stories may inform tribal government choices as to tribal law and policy. These choices include tribal membership and cultural property.

Part IV concludes this article by arguing that tribal law and sovereignty cannot exist in the long-term without reference and a direct connection to the new stories of Indian people living today.

I. SOVEREIGNTY: THE EMPTY(ING) VESSEL

Tribal sovereignty is the calling card of tribal leaders—it has been for decades—and the invocation of tribal sovereignty has led to many successes in the courts and before the politicians. It used to be that a tribal attorney could stand before a federal judge with a copy of a treaty and Williams v. Lee, or page 122 of Felix Cohen’s Handbook of Federal Indian Law, and
win; but any observer of modern federal Indian law can see that mere invocation of tribal sovereignty is no longer sufficient to persuade. That is not to say that tribal sovereignty is dead. Far from it. The Supreme Court recognizes tribal sovereignty, and has with relative consistency since 1959’s Williams v. Lee where the Court held that Indian tribes have the right to “make their own laws and be ruled by them.”6 However, the Court’s definition of tribal sovereignty ends at the boundary sticks of tribal lands and with the birth certificates of tribal members.7

Sovereignty is an Anglo-American legal construct, and as such, that construct is limited.8 Audre Lorde’s warning that the master’s house will not be torn down with the master’s tools has special relevance to American Indian law.9 Litigating sovereignty before the Supreme Court has been a disaster for Indian tribes for the last two decades.10 Accordingly, tribal sovereignty as a tool of Indian advocacy and leadership must be reexamined.11 If tribes are to recapture the true authority to self-govern, they must move beyond sovereignty.12

Although Indian tribes are generally in a better position now than they have been in hundreds of years,13 they have not taken sufficient advantage of the space which the Court recognizes as theirs. Indians and Indian tribes must recognize that the space to make their own laws is equivalent to the right of preserving and making their own culture. Indian leaders fill some of that space from the top down with Anglo-American legal constructs that are necessary for existing in the modern era; but the law of Indian tribes, tribal law, cannot sustain itself without becoming part of the local culture. Or stated another way, tribal culture must permeate tribal law over time in order for that law to survive. Tribal law and culture are inextricably intertwined.

Tribal law and culture are collections of stories. The same stories that scholars study as snapshots of tribal culture are also stories about a tribe’s law.14 Before contact with Euro-Americans, Indian stories and law changed and developed in an organic manner. After contact, and until the modern
era, Euro-Americans destroyed the stories at worst or prevented their development at best.

Native American literature critics recognize on a visceral level that more Indian writing must emphasize empowerment, a tangent or offshoot of sovereignty. Indians must take control of their own development, learn the old stories, and tell new stories. Indian people and, as a last resort, academics can tell us the old stories. But it is new writers and leaders that must tell us the new stories, the stories that interpret the old stories for the modern era, and thereby take advantage of the space created by the invocation of tribal sovereignty.

II. TRIBAL COMMON LAW AND THE NEW STORIES

Tribal governments must seek to govern in a manner that preserves tribal cultures to the maximum extent possible. Modern federal Indian law keeps open a small window for Indian tribes to make their own laws and be governed by them. But the focus of federal Indian policy throughout American history has been one of quashing tribal law and culture. For example, in United States v. Clapox, the federal district court described the purpose of Indian reservations as being “in the nature of a school, and the Indians are gathered there, under the charge of an agent, for the purpose of acquiring the habits, ideas, and aspirations which distinguish the civilized from the uncivilized man.” The small window of opportunity to declare one’s own laws, to determine one’s own future and governance, is the question of the next century for tribal advocates.

The notion of an Indian tribe assumes a governmental structure, however limited or simplistic, that does not often exist in reality. Before contact with European conquerors, many, if not most, Indian communities governed themselves through complex kinship relationships. Indian government structures resembling modern governments today, such as hunting or war parties, formed only as necessary. However, due to centuries of treaty-making, federal Indian legislation, and policy culminating in the Indian
New Deal (1934’s Indian Reorganization Act), the dominant and exclusive Indian governance structure has become the Indian tribe.

Advocacy in favor of a tribal law that is sensitive to tribal cultures and traditions does not mean a return to pre-contact Indian community governance structures. Too much time has passed since Indian people have adopted and adapted to their tribal government structures. Nevertheless, unique tribal custom and tradition must play a part in the continued advancement of tribal governments. Indian tribes are at a critical juncture—the opening for Indian people to make their own laws and be governed by them is here.

Pre-contact, Indian community governance provided social control through a complex arrangement of interconnected relationships dependent on storytelling and mythmaking. Elders passed down mores and other community behavioral norms to younger community members through the telling of stories. Often these stories were tied to the community’s traditional territory, such as certain landmarks. The reservation system, the boarding schools and missionaries, and the dispossession of Indian lands guaranteed the loss of most of these stories.

Indian communities today are seeking to restore as many of the old stories as possible, but there is a need to think about new stories. The new stories depict Indian people doing good and evil in recent times, with a realistic bent concerning how Indian communities are now surrounded by a series of often hostile, alien, and dominant cultures. The old stories have translated into a form of Indian community law—the new stories should, in turn, be examined for their relevance to modern tribal law.

III. TRANSLATING THE NEW STORIES INTO TRIBAL LAW

Sherman Alexie’s two most recent collections of short stories, *The Toughest Indian in the World* and *Ten Little Indians*, tell stories of old and modern Indians; Indians living both on and off the reservation; unemployed poor Indians and over-educated Indian professionals; and Indians who are
lovers and Indians who are fighters. These stories highlight areas where new stories may inform tribal government choices as to tribal law and policy.

Many Indians in these stories go through experiences that Alexie refers to as “ceremonies.” Ceremonies are necessary for healing, for understanding, and for creation. All of this applies to the law and custom of Indian people. Alexie’s ceremonies are as simple as picking up Indians hitching on the side of the road or making coffee. Or it could be old friends who have not seen each other for years who still remember their “secret language” when they meet again. Another ceremony is the mild banter of an Indian couple living on a reservation. An act of love may be a ceremony: “In his wallet, [my father] kept photographs of all his children, and pulled them out three or four times a day to examine them. He thought this small ceremony was a secret.”

The act of writing, of creating, is a ceremony: “It’s all about ceremony. As an Indian, you learn about these sacred spaces. Sometimes, when you’re lucky and prepared, you find yourself in a sacred space, and these poems come to you.” Alexie’s urban Indian poet Harlan Atwater wrote poems as a ceremony of discovering how to be an Indian.

Like Alexie, the Indians in his stories tend to be urban Indians mostly living in Seattle. They also tend to be educated—college graduates, dropouts, or current attendees. They are poets, lawyers, politicians, and students. These characters are often Indian reservation (rez) expatriates, and their experiences are shaped by their respective stories of leaving the rez, longing for the rez, and despising the rez. These Indians are expatriates from their own communities, in the same way that time and distance has exiled all modern Indians from their traditions and customs. From these stories we can learn from analogy, or at least learn a way to learn.

This article analyzes four of Sherman Alexie’s short stories from his collections The Toughest Indian in the World and Ten Little Indians. The first story, “Class,” is the tale of an urban Indian professional, one of a rare
A group of people faced with incredible internal and external conflict. However, these people can serve as a bridge to ancient tribal custom and modern tribal law. The second story, “The Search Engine,” is a modern story of tribal community membership. Membership in a tribal community is more complex than the bright-line federal definitions of “Indian” or tribal constitutional and statutory membership rules. The third story, “What I Pawn You Will Redeem,” is a modern story of cultural property. The plot of the story traces a modern tale of stolen dance regalia that serves to highlight the legal problems facing Indians and tribes seeking the return of similar property. The final story, “The Sin Eaters,” is an allegory of federal Indian policy and its real and potential impact on Indian people.

A. “Class”

Carey Vicenti, a Jicarilla Apache member, professor, and tribal judge, wrote that the return of the first wave of educated Indians back to their tribal communities was a mixed blessing. Young Indians left their communities at a young age and returned with four, seven, or ten years of education. Those that were successful in college and graduate or professional schools brought the ideas of the outside world into their communities unleavened by the cultural requirements of the community. In short, their work did much to assimilate tribal legal and political structures. Indian leaders and the following waves of educated Indians returning to Indian Country, according to Professor Vicente, learned from these early mistakes, such as adopting Anglo-American law without thought as to the consequences, but it is no small feat to take the Anglo-American legal and political structures and adapt them to the needs of tribal communities.

The learning curve for both those leaving and returning, and those who never left, is steep. Alexie’s story, “Class,” is an allegory of this process, focusing more on the difficult and ugly portions. The main character, Edgar Joseph, is a lawyer who describes himself as “growing . . . braids since I’d graduated from law school. My hair impressed jurors but irritated judges.
Perfect." He married a non-Indian woman and, after a combination of disaster and betrayal, their relationship is on the rocks. During this period, Edgar visits an Indian bar in Seattle. The bartender and the customers are rough and poor in relation to Edgar, and make clear to him that he does not belong there. Edgar is an alien in that place; but he agrees to fight the biggest, meanest Indian there, Junior. Junior then badly beats Edgar and cuts off one of his braids.

"Class" exemplifies a ceremony of the rejection of educated Indians from Indian communities. The urban Indian bar is a metaphor for the reservation community, often broken and disjointed. Edgar’s knowledge, his experience, and even his person has become alien to that community. Also, in a crude manner, the story is about Edgar’s rejection of his Indian community. He cut his ties by moving away, marrying outside the community, and working in a field that has no utility to his community. As a result, he cannot bring back what he has learned. His exile is complete. Junior’s desecration of Edgar’s façade of Indianness—his braids—is symbolic of the tribal community’s rejection of outsider law. Edgar’s law has nothing to say, and has no meaning for the tribal community. It is the same with outside law transplanted onto reservation communities. Without context, without solid footing, the law fails.

B. “The Search Engine”

Fundamental to any Indian community is the question of belonging. However, the new regime of laws imposed by the federal government requires Indian tribes to codify their community membership requirements to the extent that the community is changed into a political body (a tribe) that may be foreign to the concept of Indian community. As a result, Indian communities that once determined membership through informal community rules and norms must now follow formal, rigid membership or citizenship requirements controlled by blood quantum, lineage, and documentation processes. People with no sense of the community, from
outside the community, are full participants, while those living within the heart of the community, living its language and ceremonies, are excluded.

Modern American Indian law is replete with anecdotes about full-blood Indians with grandparents from four different tribes who do not meet the membership requirements of any of the four tribes; Indians of communities terminated or eviscerated by American history, part of an absent or homeless tribal community; or Indians adopted out of reservation communities into far-away non-Indian families and forever lost to their original community.54 “The Search Engine” in part is the story of the latter, a “lost bird,” according to the main character Corliss Joseph.55

Harlan Atwater, the poet hero of the main character, wrote poetry in the 1970s as a means of recovering his Indianess—of discovering what it means to be an Indian. “I started writing poems to feel like I belonged,” Harlan said, “to feel more Indian. And I started imagining what it felt like to grow up on the reservation, to grow up like an Indian is supposed to grow up . . . .”56 But as an Indian adopted out of his tribe and placed with a white family in an urban area, he would never know. For Harlan, “the two best, the two most honorable and loyal people in [his] life [were his] white mother and [his] white father.”57 In the story, Harlan states that he stopped writing poetry because, “no matter what I write, a bunch of other Indians will hate it because it isn’t Indian enough, and a bunch of white people will like it because it’s Indian.”58 In the concluding scene, he asks, “what kind of Indian does that make me?”59

In contrast, the main character, a young Spokane Indian college student named Corliss, did grow up on the reservation as part of her Indian community.60 She often speaks with her mother on the reservation and returns for frequent visits.61 “She knew the name of her tribe, and the name of her archaic clan, and her public Indian name, and her secret Indian name . . . .”62 She knows who she is and where she comes from—she fits Vine Deloria’s definition: “[A tribe] means a group of people living pretty much in the same place who know who their relatives are.”63 And yet she feels
out of place as a writer, student, and poet, attending an outsider school, reading outsider literature, learning the ways of outsiders. Her uncles criticize her for reading books by Catholic priests because they abused her relatives.

Consider a story out of the history of the Michigan Anishinaabe about Leopold Pokagon. Leopold grew up in a northern lower Michigan Ottawa community, moving to another Michigan Anishinaabe community, as was the norm of that time, to be with his spouse. While as a matter of politics and blood Leopold was an Ottawa Indian, the Potawatomi community of southwestern Michigan and northern Indian accepted him, even adopted him. Leopold grew to be a formidable ogema (leader) and acted as the lead negotiator during the 1833 Treaty of Chicago negotiations for what would become known as the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians. Indian community membership practices allowed for outsiders to become members, assuming they knew who their relatives were and met social criteria. These outsiders, often blood relatives, could be adopted.

Compare earlier political relationships such as Leopold’s to modern tribal membership practices and law. The federal government, as a general matter, imposed codified, formalized membership criteria such as blood quantum or lineage, along somewhat arbitrary lines. Leopold, an Ottawa (or Chippewa) with one hundred percent non-Potawatomi blood, might never become a member of the Pokagon Band according to its current constitutionalized membership criteria. The traditional ways of defining membership and belonging gave way to the newer, arbitrary, and formalized laws.

Harlan Atwater’s story as a lost bird, as well as Corliss Joseph’s story as a student learning from non-Indians, treats questions of tribal community membership in the modern era as a more complex question than tribal membership laws allow. It seems clear that Harlan would be able to restore his political affiliation with the modern Spokane Tribe, but that is a limited view of the whole story. Harlan’s exile from his reservation community is
complete because he can never grow up there, and he can never learn what it means to be a Spokane Indian at home. He wrote poetry as a flawed way to find that meaning, but he quit when he realized it was impossible. Even if he had moved back to his community and stayed there the rest of his life, it would not have been the same as having a childhood there. Corliss, however, did spend her childhood there and will always retain that base of inner knowledge and experience, no matter how many years she spends apart from the community. She might spend decades away, but she would be hard-wired into her community forever.

Alexie’s story captures this distinction, and in so doing identifies a fundamental disconnect between the tribal law of political membership and the tribal custom and tradition of family/political/community membership. Belonging is a notion that American Indian law identifies as being part of the fundamental inherent authority of tribal communities to define; but given the long history of American Indian policy, tribes still have not responded to the disconnect between community and the forced codification of what constitutes belonging. Tribal law, however, is available to make these changes.

C. “What You Pawn I Will Redeem”

Professor Joseph W. Singer’s recent article, “Nine-Tenths of the Law: Title, Possession & Sacred Obligations,” tells of the Supreme Court’s most recent decision relating to the Oneida Indian Nation’s land claims in New York state. Despite the fact that a 1793 statute, the Nonintercourse Act, provided that no purchase of Indian lands without the consent of Congress was valid “in law or equity,” the Court held that the Oneida Indian Nation’s claims to restore sovereignty over historic reservation lands purchased in 1997 and 1998 were barred by the equitable remedy of laches. In large part, the story of the ultimate rejection of the tribal land claims in New York is based on the notion of “settled expectations”—that
enough time has passed so that the beneficiaries of the illegal land transactions are no longer culpable for the actions of their predecessors.

Alexie’s story, “What You Pawn I Will Redeem,” is a story about redeeming property in a manner that Anglo-American common law could not conceive. In the story, the property at issue is the dance regalia of the main character’s grandmother, lost over several decades to theft and found in a pawnshop in Seattle. Though Jackson Jackson (he calls himself “Jackson Squared”) has never seen the regalia in person, he knows that his grandmother would sew a yellow bead into the armpit for identification purposes—and he finds the bead there. Jackson asks the pawnbroker for the regalia, but the pawnbroker refuses on the grounds that he paid $1,000 for the regalia and that no police officer would believe Jackson, who is homeless. The pawnbroker makes a deal with Jackson—which is no deal at all—that he will sell the regalia to Jackson for only $999 if he can come up with the money in one day. The story involves Jackson’s quest to raise the money in a single day. He fails, returning to the pawnbroker the next day with the same amount of money with which he started—five dollars. The pawnbroker, being assured by Jackson that he had worked hard for the money, gives him the regalia.

Postmodern legal scholars have begun the long process of identifying the legal interests underlying Anglo-American common law doctrines. It is time that tribes, tribal advocates, and tribal courts do the same before adopting these common law doctrines. In “What You Pawn,” the law of theft and contract that would apply to the regalia of Jackson’s grandmother benefits the good faith purchaser, the party investing the most capital or resources into the purchase and maintenance of the regalia. Like the owners of the land subject to the New York Indian land claims, the pawnbroker knows he has the benefit of the law. He knows the black letter law and that the application of it means he would win in court. But Jackson, perhaps, teaches a lesson about the value of what academics might call “cultural property.”
Jackson’s quest to raise the money to repurchase his grandmother’s regalia is a study of his ambivalence about Anglo-American notions of property and capital. He starts with the five dollars he and his friends had on them when they saw the regalia in the pawnshop, plus twenty dollars the pawnshop owner gives him, and buys liquor with the money. He talks the Real Change office into letting him have fifty papers for free with the intent of selling them for a dollar each, but sells only five papers. He spends four of the five dollars on cheeseburgers. He steals $2.50 from his friend Junior and uses that money to buy a cigar and two lottery tickets. He wins $100 from his lottery ticket escapade, gifts twenty of that prize to the woman that sold him the tickets, and uses the rest to buy shots at an Indian bar. He then passes out and is rescued by a police officer that looks after him. The police officer offers to help prosecute the pawnshop owner, but Jackson declines. The cop then gives him thirty dollars. Jackson spends twenty-five dollars on breakfast for himself and four homeless Aleut Indians. It is with the remaining five dollars that Jackson returns to the pawnshop. The most Jackson could have collected that day was $130.50, but then Jackson would not have eaten or shared his breakfast and his bounty with his friends and compatriots.

Two property systems (and possibly more) come into contact with each other in “What You Pawn.” Jackson, a Spokane Indian, comes from a culture and a community used to sharing, even to one’s detriment. Hoarding property and capital, even for a worthy and noble purpose, is difficult. But this property system also values the cultural and personal significance of the dance regalia in a way that does not square with a bank account balance. Comparing that property system (if it could even be called a “property” system) with the Anglo-American system that incorporates the concepts of a pawnbroker and pawnshop is what the Supreme Court could not do in its New York Indian land claim cases. Tribal policymakers, in filling in the bubble of tribal law and tribal governance, should be aware of
these differences. One wonders what the pawnbroker would have done had he known Jackson’s full story of the twenty-four hours.

D. “The Sin Eaters”

In 2005, the popular online fake news source, The Onion, published an article called “Area Cherokee in Violation of Indian Removal Act of 1830,” a story about how the United States military had issued an arrest warrant for a Cherokee family living in present day Georgia, who seemed to have forgotten that they were living in Georgia in violation of federal law. The military planned to forcibly remove the family to the Cherokee reservation in Oklahoma. The story is an obvious satire of American Indian policy, but there is a part inside many Indians that believes this story.

Alexie’s “The Sin Eaters” is a fictional story about the United States military removing Indian people from their homes, and it is without a doubt the horror story to end all horror stories for modern Indian people. In “The Sin Eaters,” Indians from around the country awaken one morning to the sound of military aircraft and jackboots as military personnel invade Indian Country. They divide the individual Indians by blood quantum and tribe, load them into military transport at gunpoint, and beat or kill those who resist or run. The reason for this declaration of war and forced march to yet another concentration camp is never explained, except with reference to a “contamination.”

“The Sin Eaters” can be divided into five allegorical parts. First, the divide and conquer by government force reads as an allegory for the bureaucratic nightmare of Indian affairs when the Bureau of Indian Affairs controlled Indian Country like an authoritarian dictatorship. The Bureau’s local agents often forced Indian tribes to enact laws creating a link between political and property rights and blood quantum. In some circumstances, the Bureau considered Indians with a white parent or grandparent to be “competent,” meaning that they were legally capable of disposing of their property to the advantage of the government agent or to a white land
In other instances, the Bureau considered Indians with an Indian parent or grandparent to be “incompetent,” meaning that the Bureau was legally authorized to dispose of their property—again, to the advantage of the government agent or a white land speculator.

Second, the contamination theme of the story can be interpreted as a retelling of the history of Euro-American contagions that eviscerated the indigenous populations from the moment of first contact even up to the beginning of the last century. The twist that Alexie gives this story is that in “The Sin Eaters” the American government appears to be trying to prevent Indians from being contaminated. That twist does not change the outcome, however, as Alexie makes clear that the government is studying and exploiting Indian people for the benefit of the non-Indian people of America.

Third, the government’s placement of Indian people in military compounds is symbolic of the boarding school and missionary system of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in which the government and church missionaries took Indian children away to boarding schools with an intent to destroy the Indian within—a sinister and vicious form of assimilation. The boarding school symbolism continues with the sexualization of the torture that occurs where the military holds the Indian people. In some ways, “The Sin Eaters” is a parable for American Indian law and policy. Alexie reminds us that at any moment, perhaps without notice, the American government can take away Indian lives and property. That story is the ultimate horror story because, as the tagline for the remake of the film The Hills Have Eyes suggests, the lucky ones die first. The survivors, the subjects of this governmental and military action, lose their homes, lose their families, lose their souls—all at gunpoint. The new reservation, the military compound with its torture rooms and isolated sleeping quarters, forces the Indian characters into a worse existence than death. One underlying current to the story is the notion that perhaps what is being done
to these Indian people is for the benefit of mankind, or at least to Americans.

Fourth, the new policy of genocide and imprisonment of Indian people is an allegory for the undercurrent of all American Indian law and policy. Indian people must be sacrificed for the greater good of non-Indians and, perhaps later, the survivors. As the doctors take bone marrow from Jonah’s hips, they attempt to comfort him with the assertion that Jonah’s sacrifice is “saving the world.” Similarly, the belief in Manifest Destiny, which resulted in the practical enslavement of Indian people, the destruction of Indian cultures, and the dispossession and exploitation of Indian lands, was also for the benefit of the Americans. In Alexie’s story, the small Indian preacher reminds the other captives, “[Y]ou’re a worm. You’re less than a worm to them. You’re an exile, you’re a leper, you’re a pariah, you’re a peon, you’re nothing to them. Nothing.” Alexie’s story instructs us that the next time the American government comes for Indian people, it will be for much bigger and more desperate reasons.

The fifth and final allegorical component of “The Sin Eaters” to American Indian law and policy is the notion of “measured separatism”—a term used by Charles Wilkinson to explain the public policy of Indian treaties and the reservation system. Unlike most other racial, ethnic, and legal minorities, Indians and Indian tribes tended to avoid integration into the greater American populace. The melting pot taught in public schools (and since discredited by progressive scholars) makes no sense to reservation Indians and is a sad, twisted joke to urban Indians.

Measured separatism lost its cutting edge during the ravages of Manifest Destiny, gold rushes, and the Allotment Era; but, it still retains cutting legal validity, for example, in the notions of tribal sovereignty, the trust relationship, and the political status classification of Indians and Indian tribes. “The Sin Eaters” reminds the reader that the intimate relationship between Indians, Indian tribes, and the federal government is a knife that cuts both ways. As the small Indian preacher stated, “[T]hose soldiers,
those people are getting things ready. They’ve got their own ceremonies, you know?120

And here is the greatest value of “The Sin Eaters” to American Indian leaders and policymakers. It is a reminder that the trust relationship is not about trust, and that tribal sovereignty is a hollow vessel without something powerful to fill it. “The Sin Eaters” is a guidepost, a reminder that tribal law and culture is always about survival and that everything that has come before must instruct and inform tribal leaders about how to proceed.

IV. TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY, TRIBAL LAW, AND STORIES

In the story “The Search Engine,” Alexie states, “Ancient questions [are to be] answered with ancient ceremonies.”121 The “ancient” questions are about political membership, leadership, government, religion, and punishment—all of which federal Indian law refers to as internal or intramural affairs. The old stories, assuming Indian people and tribal governments listen, should offer a great deal to the answering of these questions. Professor John Borrows, an Anishinaabe Indian from Canada, writes about how the old stories, such as trickster tales, could form the basis for many tribal common law doctrines.122 For example, Professor Borrows finds the underlying reasons for requiring consultation with all affected communities before making decisions affecting the environment in the Anishinaabe trickster story, “The Duck Dinner.”123

The converse to “ancient” questions and stories are modern questions and stories. Alexie seems to be suggesting that the new questions must be answered with new stories. Corliss Joseph does not take to vision quests, but instead “negotiate[s] her way through a colonial maze . . . [with] good credit and . . . a Visa card.”124 Harlan and Corliss cry together in the back of a used book store, creating an “original ceremony” because “[e]very ceremony has to be created somewhere . . . ”125 Alexie’s characters perform ceremonies with every little action they take that reminds them they are American Indians. Some are significant and others, most others, are not.
But it is the insignificant events in history that can become important precedents in law.

These modern stories can be catalysts for change and development of an indigenous tribal law. Maybe stories about people like Corliss Joseph’s lost bird will encourage or persuade tribal governments to amend their membership criteria or rethink the notion of tribal membership altogether. Maybe stories about the dance regalia of Jackson Jackson’s grandmother will influence tribal cultural property law. Indians are living stories every moment of every day, and these stories can be influential and useful to the development of tribal law.

In 2003, Sherman Alexie released his film, The Business of Fancydancing, in New York City and other major cultural markets. Alexie never found a major distributor for the film, which is about a gay Indian poet, and instead released it on his own. The critics did not dislike it, but they did not like it as much as they liked Alexie’s previous film, Smoke Signals, which received wide distribution, excessive promotion, and critical acclaim. Months prior to the official release date of The Business of Fancydancing, the Bay Theater in Suttons Bay, Michigan, four miles from Peshawbestown, acting in accordance with local demand, asked for and received a print of the film. They showed it to standing-room-only crowds packed with Michigan Anishinaabeg for a week, during which Alexie made an appearance at a local school. Like Smoke Signals, as critics noted, The Business of Fancydancing is full of in-jokes and references that Indian people from all over North America understand. They say you can tell the Indians from the non-Indians by who is laughing at some of the stories.

But these stories are more than in-jokes. These stories are commentary and literature about Indian people today—Indian people who grew up driving beat-up Indian cars but now own Hondas; Indian people who once lived on natural gas and oil royalties but now live off of food stamps; Indian people who lived in tar paper shacks as children but now work in the tribal forestry and natural resources department; and Indian people who grew up
under a business council created by a model IRA constitution, and who still live under the auspices of that government and that constitution. If you watch Indian people watching Alexie’s (and others’) films, the parts where they are not laughing are as important as the parts where they are laughing.

These stories help Indian people survive. These stories help Indian people learn from each other. And Indian people are paying close attention to these stories. They are written for us, by us.

V. CONCLUSION

From the east, Indian people look to the south next. The south represents a time of growth, passion, and maturity. The creative labors of earlier times begin to bear fruit. Many Indian people believe that the south represents fire, with both destroying and cleansing properties. South is the direction of fuller understanding.

Tribal governments—and the Indian people that operate them and hold them accountable—must develop a law and tradition of governance that learns from the experiences of individual Indian people and communities, making the new tribal law harmonize with the new (and old) stories of Indian people. Fundamental questions, such as who Indian people are in a legal sense under tribal law, must be answered in light of the modern experiences of Indian people, not the laws and traditions imposed by outsiders.

Literature informs and influences law and culture in subtle but significant ways. Indian people and tribal governments should learn from their own literature as well.

Miigwetch.
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